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Ship Kits Type-10 Ship Kit 12 pieces 11750 13520 13520 13520 13520 in: Ships, Lakon Spaceways, Freighters Comments Share Elite Dangerous: Horizons 179 m/s (default) 200 m/s (upgraded) 219 m/s (default) 245 m/s (upgraded) 6.97 ly (default) 25.75 ly (upgraded) 220 t (default) 534 t (max) 8× Utility Mounts 2× Small Hardpoints 3×
Medium Hardpoints 4× Large Hardpoints 1× Class 1 Compartment 1× Class 2 Compartment 2× Class 3 Compartments 2× Class 4 Compartments 1× Class 5 Compartment 1× Class 6 Compartment 1× Class 7 Compartment 1× Class 8 Compartment 2× Class 5 Military Compartments The Alliance commissioned Lakon Spaceways to
produce the versatile Type-10 Defender, which represents a comprehensive revision of the Type-9 Heavy. Sells greater speed, acceleration and manoeuvability than the Layout Type-9 with a more focused hard layout. He was envisioned primarily as a combat vessel, but his sized cargo keeps making it equally useful to traders. - In-Game
Description Type-10 Defence is a flagship manufacturer by Lakon Spaceways. It is a thorough review of the design of the Type-9 heavy. Alliance commissioned Lacon to build Type-10 to combat the Thargoid stormed threat after a series of attacks against stations in Pleiades Nebula. Announced on 17 December 3303, Lacon engaged in
an aggressive production schedule that delivered Type-10 to the volume of retail in detail this week. [2] Overcome school like the Type-9 heavy it was based on, the Type-10 Defender is a slow and bulky boat share type-9 manoeuvility rating to low. It is, however, far more versatile than the type-9. The type-10 is not only faster than its
predecessor, it has also been significantly stronger weaponry, rating of the highest weapon among all ships on the market, better heat management, double the utility slots, four added tough artillery points, and two military compartments, making it a visible warship. In fact, the Type-10 on paper has both the highest defense and production
damage of any ship. The type-10 maintains the compatibility of Type-9 and Multicrew with the ability to mount a Hangar fighter jet. When compared with similar ships at its price range, Those were three to large, Anaconda, Cutter Imperial and Federal Corvette, The Type-10 has better weapons and similar protects in the Anaconda, as well
as the single best theoretical production damage of the game. In practice, however, a situation where all hard points can converge on a single target hard to achieve, especially so with fixed weapons and against medium and small goals, due to the ship's mobility and hard space. The ship has the highest number of Class 3 points of any
boat on the market, and this layout works exceptionally well with toured weapons, which can provide critical fire blind spots the boat against smaller and more clay opponents. Putting the tight weapons of the fire will effectively turn the Type-10 into a wrapping weapon platform that can destroy most ships of proximity with no further input to
the pilot; In fact, this makes the ideal Type-10 for pilots who want to leave their boats on autopilot and personally head into battle with Ship-launching aircraft carrier without hiring more crews. Unlike the type-9, the Type-10 cannot hold a Grade 8 Shield Phone Bank along with its Class 8 Shield generator, although it has the advantage of a
short red regeneration cycle simultaneously for its boat size, with a significantly more resistant hull. The Type-10's focus on combat-preparation comes with a trade-off of potential cargo capabilities, as a result of its dedicated military compartments. The Type-10 can still haul more than most other ships and be configured to a well-
protected heavy traders, but the ability of Type-9 and lower purchase price makes it a more attractive choice for pure trading. The Type-10 also attracts the highest class of boats, equipped with Anacondas or other heavy hits. However, its higher Mass Lock Factor allows the ship to make unprecedented escape of supercruise. With a
Grade 7 frame Shift Drive, its jump range is above average for a large ship and is superior to those in Corvet of Federal and Type-9, making it decent to jump across basic systems. It should be noted, however, that this ship has very low magnovativeness in supercruise, which makes interdictions difficult to do and avoid. Some Tip-10
pilots also participate in the normal space drop making 180-degree turns, which may be necessary when moving close to body planets and stars, and then return to supercruise, because this is often faster than trying to do these entirely to supercruise. Type 10 points tough interior conversion of The Type-10 is identical to those of the type-
9, including the same pilot and co-pilot scoring. It also has the same points and finds four extra major points: two each on the top and bottom, near near the average points. The utility hills are similarly located in the same locations, and these are in addition to dotted in fashionable symmetric condos. Type-10 to feature mobile structural
components, such as the Diamondback Explorer. The ship's wings are extended during flights, but will be folded when gear for flights deployed. Buy Rental Date Date System Discount Shinrarta Dezhra Jameson Memorial Always Available 10% Discounted Brestla I Sola Canvas still available 20% extra Mulglag Garfinkle City Sep. 8, 2019
41 Gamma Yet Kidman September 8, 2019 Chaac Lem Dock Sep. 8, 2019 Ross 129 Yang Hub Sept 23, 2019 Pethes Yuzhe Port 8, 2019 Bende Ziegel Ring Sep. 8. , 2019 LHS 2771 Sarafanov Vision Sep. 15, 2019 Enayex Watt Port 8, 2019 HDS 1879 Shaikh Sep. 8, 2019 LAWD 52 Leichhardt Enterprise Sep. 8, 2019 17 Lyrae Alpers
Workstation Nov. 21, 2019 Equipped Main Item: Equip all customisable ships into the Equipped Menu of Service Workstation. Listed below is the default load-out for the Type-10 Defend. Category Default System Default Rating Default Class Max Grade Small Hardpoint Blank -- -- 1 Blank -- -- 1 Medium Pulse Pulse Laser (L) F 1 2
Pounding Laser (L) F 1 2 Blank -- -- 2 Large Hardpoint Blank -- -- 3 Blank -- -- 3 Blank -- -- Blank -- -- 3 -- -- 0 Blank -- -- 0 Blank -- -- 0 Blank -- -- 0 Blank -- -- Blank -- -- Blank -- -- 0 Blank -- -- 0 Bulkheads Lightight Alloys I 18 Reactor Give Power Plant E 6 8 Thrusters Mount Rusters E 7 7 Frame Shift Drive Frame Home Frame Drive E 6 7
Life Control Life Control E 5 5 Power Coupling Power Dispenser E 7 7 Sans Detector Suite E 4 Gas Shop Tank [x64] C 6 6 Compartments Internal Cargo Rack [x128] E 7 8 Cargo Rack [x64] E 6 7 Shiel Generator E 6 Cargo Rack [x16] E 4 5 Blank (M -- --) 5 Blank (M) -- -- 5 Cargo Shelves [x8] E 3 4 Blank -- -- 4 Shelves [x4] E 2 3 Blank --
-- Blank -- -- 2 Supercruise Assiste E 1 One Planetary Approach Suite (H) I 1 1 Trivia Existence Of Type-10 Defend was accidentally revealed on August 17, 2017, in a list of multicrew-capable boat games. It was immediately speculated to be a renamed Panther Clipper, a heavy cargo ship that had been expected for years and hinted at
the Concept for Dangerous Elite: Horizons, but this was debunked by Frontier Development. [4] Borders immediately killed a new non-identified ship that was supposed to be the Type-10 in a trailer for upcoming 2.4 content at Frontier Expo 2017, but it wasn't until 15 December 2017 that the ship was officially announced via the weekly
Elite Dangerous Elite newsletter. , 2017 as part of update 2.4, The Return. When its initial release, the Type-10 maintains the same cargo capacity as the Type-9, in addition to having superior performance in almost all other areas. In the next patch, the Type-9 received another Grade 8 compartments, bringing its total capacity closer to
the Knife Imperial Cutter. The Type-10 original description in-game uses it: The Type-10 Defender is the result of collaboration between Alliance and Lacon Spaceways. With the threat of looming xeno-war, the alliance's naval arm saw the urgent need for a platform of weapons capable of withered heavy suspension, sustained attacks.
Using a Boost Type-9 chassis as a starting point, Lacon overhauled and targeted all aspects of the design for combat, which produced a military behemoth that could produce in the short notice volume. This was likely reviewed because the Anti-Xeno Community (AX) unanimity community has agreed that it is a flagship poor AX they
traveled much of the ship's views. Video Gallery First glimpse of Type-10 Defender before looking in front of the Defendant-10 Defender with a Terrestrestres Plan 10 Defender in a wingType-10 Defender and Interceptor-10 Defender with a Prehistoric Basetype - 10 min, explode asteroidType-10 with Diamondback Explorer and
SRVBottom view of Type-10Type-10 Defender BlueprinAdd a picture this referenced gallery this Vintage Lacon Spaceways combatant community is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. The Type-10 Defender is the result of collaboration between The Alliance and the Lacon Spaceways. With the threat of looming xeno-war,
the alliance's naval arm saw the urgent need for a platform of weapons capable of withered heavy suspension, sustained attacks. Using a Boost Type-9 chassis as a starting point, Lacon overhauled and targeted all aspects of the design for combat, which produced a military behemoth that could produce in the short notice volume. Search
shipyardsManufacturer: Lacon SpacewaysAvailability: Horizons onlyHardpoint MontOptional service internaln87E Cargo Rack76E Cargo Rack66C Shield Generator54E Cargo Rack43E Cargo Rack11E Supercruise AssistCore internaln88C Power Plant777 C Thrusters7C Frame Change Drive55C It SupportTe76C Power
DistributorArmour1I Lightweight Alloy *Pilots Federation ALERT* Price for several dynamic vessels has been temporarily reduced, as part of an attempt to purchase Spaceways Lacon.The ship corporation has applied a 30% discount to sales of the Eagle MK and the Vulture. There is also a 20% discount on sales of ship Federal Attacks,
Federal Dropships and Federal Weapons, although the U.S. Federal Reserve's rank requirements for each vessel continue to apply. The reduced prices are expected to last until 30th December 3306.Core Dynamics recently made a proposal to acquire rival company Lacon Spaceways, which rejects the bid then applies makdowns to its
own ships to increase short-term profits. Alliance's Business Reporter Irfan Karim speculated on these developments: Jupiter Rochester's CEO remained tight-butchered about the reasons for these discounts, but it seems likely he is raising money for a more aggressive bid. Rumours are circulating to Lacon's investors buried in selling
their shares, or forced into asking that the board of principals accept ownership by Dynamics Core. Many industry analysts are convinced that a hostile manager at Lacon Space is under way. If successful, we could see vessels that are often associated with the Alliance – such as the Rulers and Type-10 Defenders – manufactured by a
federal corporation in the future. * Pilot Federation ALERT * Temporary price reductions have been announced for several Lacon vessels, in an effort to increase short-term profits. Spaceways Lacon has applied a discounts on sales of these types of ships: Asp ScoutDiamondback ScoutKeelBackType-7 TransporterType-10 DefendnThe
reduced prices expected to last until 30th of December 3306.Some industry analysts believe that this is an attempt to increase short-term shareholders for Shareholders' Icons, many of whom complain about falling dividends. Other investors have publicly pressured the company to accept a share from the Core Federal Corporation
Dynamics.These issues have been addressed by Naomi Landseer, Lacon's board president of directors: It is true that profit margins are not as impressive as in previous years, but we can convince everyone of interest and clients that Lacon Spaceways remains financially secure. We projected an extraction of military contracts during this
time at this empowering time, and our accomplishments on behalf of the Alliance's position we are as one of the galaxy's ships. A proposal by the Core Federal Corporation Dynamics to buy the Lacon Spaceways construction company was officially rejected. Naomi Landseer, president of the Lacon Board of Directors, made the following
statement: We thank Mr Rochester and his team for their approach. However, I can confirm that Lakon Spaceways will remain an independent company. Business report Irfan Karim analyzed the situation closer to the Court Alliance: This decision surprised many analysts, considering the persistent rumours that Lacon is in greater difficulty
than financial statements would suggest. Although its ship partnership with the Alliance has proved highly lucrative, Inside believes that was steadfast in its head in terms of resources and manpower. There were also public comments from high-profile shareholders in ICons, who will pressure the chart to accept ownership by Dynamic
Core. Some complain of falling dividends, while others accuse Ms Landseer of focusing solely on covenant deals. A spokeswoman for Dynamics Core confirms that the offer to buy Spaceways Lacon has not yet been removed, and that Jupiter Rochester CEO is looking at all available options. Page 2The Imperial Eagle has seen the
Navy's service in imperial and allied fleets for many years. The original eagle is a multi-role fighter aircraft where the Imperial version is geared towards the intercepted role. It carries more powerful weaponry and is capable of higher speeds than the original, although at the expense of some of the original ship's maneuvrabilities. Search
shipyardSHardpoint utility mount internal33C Shield Generator21E Cargo Rack11E Assistance Supercruise1E Advanced Docking ComputerCore internal33C Power Plant3 3C Thruster 33C Frame Change Drive11C Life supportTe2C Power DistributorArmour1I Lightight Alloy * Pilot Federation ALERT: For the attention of all commands*
complete memorial preparation. A request by Respected past Prince Harold Duval and the rare articles received an impressive response, the Ngadandari Opals Recognition, Esuseku Caviar, Lavian Diva and Kamitra Cigars were transported to the memorial ceremony at the Imperial Palace in the Capitol. The Prince's body will remain in
state for another week, before reaching its final resting place in the Martyrs.Pilots who delivered such committees can now collect rewards from Oterma Station in the Baal system. Achenar system enables will be processed and automatically allocated to the 3rd of October 3306.In recognition of this accomplishment, The Gutamaya
Corporation ships will be available at a 20% discount from 2nd to October 3306 through the 9th of October 3306.Princess Aising Duval told the media: 'I want to thank everyone for their kindness during this difficult time. I took so much comfort in knowing that my father will never forget. For now, I want to make it clear that all efforts to
eradicate the terrorists are brutally responsible for her death having my full support. I adjudicate all citizens to reject the destructive dogma of Marlinism and work together for a stronger emppi. * Pilot Federation ALERT: For the attention of all captains* rare communities required by the embalming of the baal system. State funeral Prince
Harold Duval started on Capitol. An official week of tomorrow was declared throughout the Empire.Emperor Arisa Lavigny-Duval opening the ceremony, which delivered a flush to his half-brother. Princess Aisling Duval, Harold's daughter, was also in attendance but was too emotional in addressing the large crowd. The message of
condolences from across the galaxy was on orlographic display, including from The Alliance's Prime Minister Edmund Mahon and Federal President Zachary Hudson. Even Hadrian Duval, the exiled leader of Nova Imperium, paid respect to his late aunt. The body of the Prince, contained in a beautiful transparent cake, was paraded in the
city by a company of Imperial Guard. He will remain in the state for two weeks before the International Hall of Martyrs.The Imperial Palace will host a memorial ceremony to honour Harold Duval, in which the rare committee was requested before Thursday 1st October. Ngadandari Fire Opals, Esuseku Caviar, Lavian Diva and Kamitra
Cigars must be delivered to Oterma Station in the Baal system, where the White models will be transported to Capitol after the safety of vetting.Commanders of the Pilot Federation will be assigned an Achenar permit system alongside financial rewards. To further encourage participation, Gutamaya Corporation will implement a discount of
up to 25% for all ship purchases according to the amount of rare items donated. The iperial despatch confirmed that Captain Salomé, also named Kahina Tijani Loren, has died in the Arumclaw's system on April 29th is not a bounty hunters known as 'Besieger'. Salomé was escorted by several heavily armed vessels, but its Imperial
Clipper Clipper 'Seth Veils' was nevertheless destroyed by artillery fire. The three captains saw Arumclaw who would run behind Arumclaw shortly afterward. Monitoring report indicates that the Co-Conspirate Salomé – Raan Corsen, Tsu Annabelle Singh and Yuri Nakamura - remains at large. Moments after the Salomé destruction was
confirmed, they detected a transmission to the Teorge system, leading to the discovery of a series of logs. The logs, which apparently date from 3275, contain nebula statements regarding a scheme from a super identified organization to manipulate the Worsen, Federation and Alliance. A number of factions have tried to defend Salomé
and its allies as they travelled from Eridani's 46 core systems. Imperial intelligence is trying to identify factions that have supported conspirates, but anecdotal reports indicate that many people have already fallen at loggerdowns in the wake of Salomé's death. She was a evil force who tried to sow seeds of conflict amongst the
peacekeeping efforts, says Princess Aising Duval. Warmonger it is at an end, and the Galaxy is now a safer place. It's just a shame that so many innocent lives were lost before it was brought down. Admiral Denton Patreus declined to address claims that the bounty hunters were in his job, saying only, ''Let an end to this matter of regret.''
Page 3Sacon Spaceways revealed the Asp Scout at the end of 3301 as a cheaper alternative to the Asp Explorer, and in terms of walking it sits between the Diamondback series and asp's Explorer. It uses much of the plane similar to the Explorer, but the ability to reduce hard (compared to its parent models) means it packs less in a
pump. Pilot tests reported that the mass reduction resulted in a vessel that touched better than ExpLorer's Asp asp while maintaining its impressive jumping capabilities. Search shipyardsManufacturer: Lacon SpacewaysHardpointUtility Watches Internaln53E Cargo Rack43E Cargo Rack33C Shield Delko11E SuPercruise AssistCore
internalCore internal44C Power Plant44C Thrusters4C Frame Change Drive3 3C Life Support DistributorArmour1 Alloy Lightweight * Pilot Federation ALERT *Price for several dynamic core containers has been temporarily reduced, as part of an attempt to purchase Lakon Spaceways.The ship corporations have applied a 30% discount in
sales of the Eagle MkI and the Vulture. There is also a 20% discount on sales of ship Federal Attacks, Federal Dropships and Federal Weapons, although the U.S. Federal Reserve's rank requirements for each vessel continue to apply. The reduced prices are expected to last until 30th December 3306.Core Dynamics recently made a
proposal to acquire rival company Lacon which rejects the offer then applies makdowns to its own ships to increase short-term profits. Alliance's Business Reporter Irfan Karim speculated on these developments: Jupiter Rochester's CEO remained tight-butchered about the reasons for these discounts, but it seems likely he is raising
money for a more aggressive bid. Rumours are circulating to Lacon's investors buried in selling their shares, or forced into asking that the board of principals accept ownership by Dynamics Core. Many industry analysts are convinced that a hostile manager at Lacon Space is under way. If successful, we could see vessels that are often
associated with the Alliance – such as the Rulers and Type-10 Defenders – manufactured by a federal corporation in the future. * Pilot Federation ALERT * Temporary price reductions have been announced for several Lacon vessels, in an effort to increase short-term profits. Lakon Spaceways has implemented a 30% discount on sales of
these ship types: Asp ScoutDiamondback ScoutelbackType-7 TransporterType-10 DefendeThe reduced prices to expectations to last until December 30th 3306.Some industry analysts believe that this is an attempt to increase short-term shareholders' shareholders, many of them complained about falling dividends. Other investors have
publicly pressured the company to accept a share from the Core Federal Corporation Dynamics.These issues have been addressed by Naomi Landseer, Lacon's board president of directors: It is true that profit margins are not as impressive as in previous years, but we can convince everyone of interest and clients that Lacon Spaceways
remains financially secure. We projected an extraction of military contracts during this time at this empowering time, and our accomplishments on behalf of the Alliance's position we are as one of the galaxy's ships. A proposal by the Core Federal Corporation Dynamics to buy the Lacon Spaceways construction company was officially
rejected. Naomi Landseer, president of the Lacon Board of Directors, made the following statement: We thank Mr Rochester and his team for their approach. However, I can confirm that Lakon Spaceways will remain an independent company. Business report Irfan Karim analyzed the situation closer to the Court Alliance: This decision
surprised many analysts, considering the persistent rumours that Lacon is in greater difficulty than financial statements would suggest. Although its ship partnership with the Alliance has proved highly lucrative, Inside believes that was steadfast in its head in terms of resources and manpower. There were also public comments from high-
profile shareholders in ICons, who will pressure the chart to accept ownership by Dynamic Core. Some complain about falling dividends, while others accuse Ms Landser of focus on contract alliance. A spokeswoman for Dynamics Core confirms that the offer to buy Spaceways Lacon has not yet been removed, and that Jupiter Rochester
CEO is looking at all available options. Page 4The Asp Explorer is the civilian version of the military model Asp MkII (which first saw service in 2878). Lakon Spaceways now owns the license to construct these ships and marks the wolf of customers looking for their first multi-crewed ships. The ship's class earns a strong reputation for long
missions with those that require some discretion. Search shipyardsManufacturer: Lacon SpacewaysHardpoint Utility Mount internaln65E Cargo Rack55C Shield Generator32E Cargo Rack21E Cargo Rack11E Supercruise AssistCore internaln55C Power Plant55C Thrusters55C Frame Change Drive44C Life Support For
DistributorArMour1I Lightight Alloy *Pilot Federation ALERT* Price for several dynamic core containers has been temporarily reduced, as part of an attempt to purchase Spaceways.The flagship corporations have applied a 30% discount to sales of the Eagle MkI and the Vulture. There is also a 20% discount on sales of ship Federal
Attacks, Federal Dropships and Federal Weapons, although the U.S. Federal Reserve's rank requirements for each vessel continue to apply. The reduced prices are expected to last until 30th December 3306.Core Dynamics recently made a proposal to acquire rival company Lacon Spaceways, which rejects the bid then applies
makdowns to its own ships to increase short-term profits. Alliance's Business Reporter Irfan Karim speculated on these developments: Jupiter Rochester's CEO remained tight-butchered about the reasons for these discounts, but it seems likely he is raising money for a more aggressive bid. Rumours are circulating to Lacon's investors
buried in selling their shares, or forced into asking that the board of principals accept ownership by Dynamics Core. Many industry analysts are convinced that a hostile manager at Lacon Space is under way. If successful, we could see vessels that are often associated with the Alliance – such as the Rulers and Type-10 Defenders –
manufactured by a federal corporation in the future. * Pilot Federation ALERT * Temporary price reductions have been announced for several Lacon vessels, in an effort to increase short-term profits. Lakon Spaceways has implemented a 30% discount on sales of these ship types: Asp ScoutDiamondback ScoutelbackType-7
TransporterType-10 DefendeThe reduced prices to expectations to last until December 30th 3306.Some industry analysts believe that this is an attempt to increase short-term shareholders' shareholders, many of them complained about falling dividends. Other investors have publicly pressure the company to accept a patron of the Federal
Corporations Core Dinamik.Sa companies being addressed by Naomi Landseer, The Lacon's board president of directors: Indeed that profit margins are not as impressive as in previous years, but we can assure everyone of interest and clients that Lakon Spacey remains financially secure. We projected an extraction of military contracts
during this time at this empowering time, and our accomplishments on behalf of the Alliance's position we are as one of the galaxy's ships. A proposal by the Core Federal Corporation Dynamics to buy the Lacon Spaceways construction company was officially rejected. Naomi Landseer, president of the Lacon Board of Directors, made the
following statement: We thank Mr Rochester and his team for their approach. However, I can confirm that Lakon Spaceways will remain an independent company. Business report Irfan Karim analyzed the situation closer to the Court Alliance: This decision surprised many analysts, considering the persistent rumours that Lacon is in
greater difficulty than financial statements would suggest. Although its ship partnership with the Alliance has proved highly lucrative, Inside believes that was steadfast in its head in terms of resources and manpower. There were also public comments from high-profile shareholders in ICons, who will pressure the chart to accept ownership
by Dynamic Core. Some complain of falling dividends, while others accuse Ms Landseer of focusing solely on covenant deals. A spokeswoman for Dynamics Core confirms that the offer to buy Spaceways Lacon has not yet been removed, and that Jupiter Rochester CEO is looking at all available options. Page 5The Eagle is a proven
fighter fighter with a distinguished story. It is one of the smallest available fighter jets with jumping capabilities. It was the distinction for being the only ship that was so successful, versions were built for both the Federation and Imperial navigators. This role has been supermedic by browser programs short-range fighter jets, but the Eagle
still sees extensive services across human space. Dynamic Core are not building these ships, but they still provide parts and serve because of their popularity. Search shipyardsManufacturer: Core DynamicSHardpoint Internal Mount Service National33C Shield Generator21E Cargo Rack11E Supercruise Assist11E Advanced Docking
ComputerCore internal internal22C Power Plant33C Thrusters3C Frame Change Drive11C Life Support DistributorArmo 11I Alloy Lightweight * Pilot Federation ALERT * Price for multiple dynamic core vessels has been temporarily reduced, as part of an attempt to purchase Lakon Spaceways.The ship corporations have applied a 30%
discount in sales to the Eagle MkI and the Vulture. There is also a 20% discount on sales of ship federal attacks, Federal Dropships and Federal Ships, although The Russian Army's rank per container continue to apply. The reduced prices are expected to last until 30th December 3306.Core Dynamics recently made a proposal to acquire
rival company Lacon Spaceways, which rejects the bid then applies makdowns to its own ships to increase short-term profits. Alliance's Business Reporter Irfan Karim speculated on these developments: Jupiter Rochester's CEO remained tight-butchered about the reasons for these discounts, but it seems likely he is raising money for a
more aggressive bid. Rumours are circulating to Lacon's investors buried in selling their shares, or forced into asking that the board of principals accept ownership by Dynamics Core. Many industry analysts are convinced that a hostile manager at Lacon Space is under way. If successful, we could see vessels that are often associated
with the Alliance – such as the Rulers and Type-10 Defenders – manufactured by a federal corporation in the future. * Pilot Federation ALERT * Temporary price reductions have been announced for several Lacon vessels, in an effort to increase short-term profits. Lakon Spaceways has implemented a 30% discount on sales of these ship



types: Asp ScoutDiamondback ScoutelbackType-7 TransporterType-10 DefendeThe reduced prices to expectations to last until December 30th 3306.Some industry analysts believe that this is an attempt to increase short-term shareholders' shareholders, many of them complained about falling dividends. Other investors have publicly
pressured the company to accept a share from the Core Federal Corporation Dynamics.These issues have been addressed by Naomi Landseer, Lacon's board president of directors: It is true that profit margins are not as impressive as in previous years, but we can convince everyone of interest and clients that Lacon Spaceways remains
financially secure. We projected an extraction of military contracts during this time at this empowering time, and our accomplishments on behalf of the Alliance's position we are as one of the galaxy's ships. A proposal by the Core Federal Corporation Dynamics to buy the Lacon Spaceways construction company was officially rejected.
Naomi Landseer, president of the Lacon Board of Directors, made the following statement: We thank Mr Rochester and his team for their approach. However, I can confirm that Lakon Spaceways will remain an independent company. Business report Irfan Karim analyzed the situation closer to the Court Alliance: This decision surprised
many analysts, considering the persistent rumours that Lacon is in greater difficulty than financial statements would suggest. Although its ship partnership with the Alliance has proved highly lucrative, Inside believes that was steadfast in its head in terms of resources and manpower. There are also public comments high profile
shareholders of ICons, which pressure the board to accept ownership by Core Dynamics. Some complain of falling dividends, while others accuse Ms Landseer of focusing solely on covenant deals. A spokeswoman for Dynamics Core confirms that the offer to buy Spaceways Lacon has not yet been removed, and that Jupiter Rochester
CEO is looking at all available options. Page 6The Adder is another classic design, tailored as a general utility. The original model was first built in 2914 by Outworld Workshop and the type is now manufactured by Zorgon Peterson. Although he's armed he has more cargo capacity than the Sidewinder and this boat amenities often can be
seen making run craft as well as light trading. Search shipyardsManufacturer: Zorgon PetersonHardpoint MontOptional service internaln32E Cargo Rack33C Shield generator21E Cargo Rack11E Supercruise Assist11E Advanced Docking ComputerCore internal33C Power Plant33C Thrusters3C Frame Change Drive11C Lifetime
SupportTe2C Power DistributorArmour1I Lightight AlloyTwo new ship walk towards independent pilot, the Mamba and the Phantom Krait, has just hit the market: Zorgon Peterson issued this press release for his new vessel : If it's the speed and power of firefighters you want, the Mamba is for you. Based on a racing prototype, it's the
fastest commercially available star, and it sports enough hard points for a series of devastated weapons. Whether you're leaving competitors in the dish or running rings around those pesky Thargoids, think Mamba! Faulcon DeLacy also released a statement for its latest design: The Phantom of Krait offers true multi-role capabilities,
allowing it to be customized for combat, mining or trading. And for explorers, his impressive jumping range means you really can reach out to the stars. This is a boat that can handle it all. Cite Colony's network invited the galaxic community to support the colony community by freeing many needs of food and supplies in the region, and by
hauling new security ones, as part of what is set to be one of the greatest convoys fighting in human history. The Christmas Convoy convoy will depart on the 2nd of December 3302, stand at every apost on the so-called Highway of Colonies, and arrive in settlements in the first week of January. So far, nearly 150 pilots have been signed
up. The Fleet of Defence, the 9th Legion, Iridium Wing, SEP and the Prismatic Imperium have all pilots advocating to protect the fighter jets for the duration of the journey. Dalilah William, a Hub colony citizen, said: 'We need more of the essentials that people in the core system take for granted, which is why we are calling on traders and
crimes to join the Christmas Convoriers, and appeal to combat pilots to protect them. SouvarineDon Antonaci, leader of the flagship organization Wolf 359, is named The pirates are gathering for a fasof against the Trucks Hutton Orbital and their allies. The Pirates proposed a 'nothing goes' fighting royale in the Wyrd system. Minelayers,
thermal weapons, torpedo boats, long sniper boats - Antonaci will ask participants to carry the most devastated equipment in the ice rings, and destroy any trucks they encounter. Meanwhile, Trump vowed to send the finest to oppose Antonaci. The two sides agreed that the ships will fly Fer-De-Lans, Cobras, Vipers and Eagles, while
trucks will pilot federal ship associations, ship guns, Dropships and Vultures. Pilots on both sides have cleared the target of anyone who piloted a larger vessel. Camera crew, which will fly yellow hazards, are regarded as off-limits. Antonaci released the following statement: Despite my best efforts, these filth trucks continue to travel across
space. We want all pilot friendly gifts to help us teach these trucks a lesson. Bring your finest weapons, modules and upgrades, and show your support. The only answer to Antonaci's challenge was: Bring him on! The campaign begins on the 19th of May 3302 and will run for a week. Pilots who support the operation will be generously
reimbursed. Page 7Most pilot starts their careers at the Sidewinder. It's a classic flagship design that has been in use (in various configurations) since 2982. Its original design was as a light support ship and it lacks skipping capabilities. Drive modern contracts have allowed skip-able versions to be created, making this an all-rounded
useful. Some sail still use these boats as ships and craft patrols. Search shipyardsManufacturer: Faulcon deLacyHardpointUtility Hulk Internaln22C Shield generator2E Cargo Rack11E Assistance Supercruise1E Advanced Docking ComputerCore Internaln22C Power Plant2C Thruth Lightight AlloyMulti-billionaire Zachary Rackham will
construct a permanent display of the system further above the galaxy aircraft – billionaire Zachary Rackham will construct a permanent display of the system further beyond the glare plane. The orbital exposure will be located in the HIP 58832 system. This is often designed to be at the galaxic zenith, one of the highest places that can be
practically found. The project is funded by the Rackham Capital Investment Corporation, with the close participation of Universal Cartographics and several other scientific organizations. The apos location will make it ideal for collecting astronomical data on the overall structure of the glacial spiral. This scientific effort was remarked on by
Mr Rackham from his private city complex on the Rhea Archipelago: Back in my day to ping the trade routes to a second hand sidender, the idea of standing on the terrace in space was a holiday. New generation of pilots and ships will make my vision doubting many important scientific observations will be done once the apost is up and
running, but more importantly, there will be a bar – and the drinks are on me! A spokesman for Rackham Capital Investment later confirmed that the apostrophe in the HIP 58832 system would be operational on 17th December 3306, but clarified that there was no legal guarantee for beverage refund. A press release from Brewer
Corporation discussed plans to improve access to refilment for owners of fleet carriers. We were surprised and free by the popularity of our latest product. The options for independent pilots and crew were considerably expanded by the adultity and the ability of our Dreke-Class Carriers. But we've also listened to customers' concerns, in
particular that large ships like Anacondas, Corvettes and Clippers can't dock and refinery storage takes on Tritium gas. To help alleviate this problem, Brewer Corporation was skate with two independent construction companies: Kavanagh Spaceframes Ltd and Steel Castle Inc. are working and improving a number of devices in starports
fully functioning, in order to make refielling run more efficient. The construction companies of which won this contract both have impressive tracking records of modified orbital habitats. Kavanagh Spaceframes specializes in starports orbis, while Steel Castle only is working with Coriolis designs. Projects are expected to start next week. As
the first week the Culture Alliance festival draws to a close, Laundry residents have shared mixed feelings about the decision to stage in the opening ceremony of their home system. This clearly was a political gesture from Edmund Mahon, said Grady Chen, an independent journalist at Laundry Station. An independent faction rules wash
now. There was military conflict here just last year. But we have covenant leaders trying to garner support despite losing control of the system. It's misinformation blatant. Sarai Messemer, a financial consultant, offered a different opinion when interviewed at Sidewinder in Orange. Washing has been an alliance system for decades. We
lived by the covenant ethos for a couple of generations, they know? Sure, we've got Radio Wash in control of the system right now but that doesn't change who we are, or what makes us Lifetime. A spokesman for Radio Wash, Dr Allen Stroud, provided this statement. It was quite a surprise that organizers decided to open the festival to
Wash, but I guess they see things the same way we do. We're all just trying to get together and there's so much to celebrate on the alliance, regardless of whether your system is a current or former member. I am looking forward to washing out welcome as many visitors as possible. Come for the festival, the brand, radio station or one of
many others and we would gladly omer you. Page 8The Diamondback Explorer was Lacon Spaceways' response to criticism of the original Flagship Diamondback class. By extending the ship's frame it has enabled greater cargo capacity and whether the greater variety of missions and endurance. It has also brought the boat more in line
as a smaller fee to the asp success line although in a much more modestly price range. The Explorer model can meet the same roles as its companion ship type, but is also able to operate as a fast transport and response container useful to support its deep space operations in a hostile environment. Search shipyardsManufacturer: Lacon
SpacewaysHardpointUtility Watches Internaln44C Shield Generator43E Cargo Rack32E Cargo Rack11E Supercru Assistance Assist11E Advanced Docking ComputerCore internal44C Power Plant44C Thrusters5C Frame Change Drive 33C Life Support Pou44C Power DistributorArmour1I Lightight Alloy * Pilots Federation ALERT * Price
for several dynamic core containers has been temporarily reduced, as part of an attempt to purchase Spaceways.The built corporation has applied a 30% discount to sales of the Eagle MkI and the Vulture. There is also a 20% discount on sales of ship Federal Attacks, Federal Dropships and Federal Weapons, although the U.S. Federal
Reserve's rank requirements for each vessel continue to apply. The reduced prices are expected to last until 30th December 3306.Core Dynamics recently made a proposal to acquire rival company Lacon Spaceways, which rejects the bid then applies makdowns to its own ships to increase short-term profits. Alliance's Business Reporter
Irfan Karim speculated on these developments: Jupiter Rochester's CEO remained tight-butchered about the reasons for these discounts, but it seems likely he is raising money for a more aggressive bid. Rumours are circulating to Lacon's investors buried in selling their shares, or forced into asking that the board of principals accept
ownership by Dynamics Core. Many industry analysts are convinced that a hostile manager at Lacon Space is under way. If successful, we could see vessels that are often associated with the Alliance – such as the Rulers and Type-10 Defenders – manufactured by a federal corporation in the future. * Pilot Federation ALERT * Temporary
price reductions have been announced for several Lacon vessels, in an effort to increase short-term profits. Lakon Spaceways has implemented a 30% discount on sales of these ship types: Asp ScoutDiamondback ScoutelbackType-7 TransporterType-10 DefendeThe reduced prices to expectations to last until December 30th 3306.Some
industry analysts believe that this is an attempt to increase short-term shareholders' shareholders, many of them complained about falling dividends. Other investors have publicly pressure the company to accept a boss The Core Federal Corporation Dynamics.These issues have been addressed by Naomi Landseer, President of the
Lacon Board of Directors: It's true that profit margins are not as impressive as in previous years, but we can assure everyone of interest and clients that Lakon Spaceways remains financially secure. We projected an extraction of military contracts during this time at this empowering time, and our accomplishments on behalf of the Alliance's
position we are as one of the galaxy's ships. A proposal by the Core Federal Corporation Dynamics to buy the Lacon Spaceways construction company was officially rejected. Naomi Landseer, president of the Lacon Board of Directors, made the following statement: We thank Mr Rochester and his team for their approach. However, I can
confirm that Lakon Spaceways will remain an independent company. Business report Irfan Karim analyzed the situation closer to the Court Alliance: This decision surprised many analysts, considering the persistent rumours that Lacon is in greater difficulty than financial statements would suggest. Although its ship partnership with the
Alliance has proved highly lucrative, Inside believes that was steadfast in its head in terms of resources and manpower. There were also public comments from high-profile shareholders in ICons, who will pressure the chart to accept ownership by Dynamic Core. Some complain of falling dividends, while others accuse Ms Landseer of
focusing solely on covenant deals. A spokeswoman for Dynamics Core confirms that the offer to buy Spaceways Lacon has not yet been removed, and that Jupiter Rochester CEO is looking at all available options. Page 9Many of dynamic core customers want more specific roles for the Dropships and the Attack ship is a response to
some of these requests. The Attack Ship is designed for a more combat intensive role than the original ship. It has improved maneuverability and armament carrying capabilities and scoring. These additions come at the expense of smaller interns to make it less versatile, but better in its specialized roles. Search shipyardsManufacturer:
Core DinamicsNavy Rank Ask: Chief Pety Petite Officer (Federal Navy)HardpointUtility mount internaln55C Shield Generator54E Cargo Rack43E Cargo Rack33E Cargo Rack11E Supercruise AssistCore internaln66C Power Plant66C Thruster Frame Shift Drive555 Life Support For Sipo66C DistributorArmour1I Lightight Alloy *Pilot
Federation ALERT* Price for several dynamic core spacecraft has been temporarily reduced, as part of an attempt to purchase Spaceways Lacon.The ship corporation has applied a 30% discount to sales of Mk in Eagle MkI and the Vulture. There is also a 20% discount on sales of federal vessel attacks, Federal Dropships and Federal
Weapons, although the requirements rank the U.S. Federal Reserve for each vessel apply. The reduced prices are expected to last until 30th December 3306.Core Dynamics recently made a proposal to acquire rival company Lacon Spaceways, which rejects the bid then applies makdowns to its own ships to increase short-term profits.
Alliance's Business Reporter Irfan Karim speculated on these developments: Jupiter Rochester's CEO remained tight-butchered about the reasons for these discounts, but it seems likely he is raising money for a more aggressive bid. Rumours are circulating to Lacon's investors buried in selling their shares, or forced into asking that the
board of principals accept ownership by Dynamics Core. Many industry analysts are convinced that a hostile manager at Lacon Space is under way. If successful, we could see vessels that are often associated with the Alliance – such as the Rulers and Type-10 Defenders – manufactured by a federal corporation in the future. * Pilot
Federation ALERT * Temporary price reductions have been announced for several Lacon vessels, in an effort to increase short-term profits. Lakon Spaceways has implemented a 30% discount on sales of these ship types: Asp ScoutDiamondback ScoutelbackType-7 TransporterType-10 DefendeThe reduced prices to expectations to last
until December 30th 3306.Some industry analysts believe that this is an attempt to increase short-term shareholders' shareholders, many of them complained about falling dividends. Other investors have publicly pressured the company to accept a share from the Core Federal Corporation Dynamics.These issues have been addressed by
Naomi Landseer, Lacon's board president of directors: It is true that profit margins are not as impressive as in previous years, but we can convince everyone of interest and clients that Lacon Spaceways remains financially secure. We projected an extraction of military contracts during this time at this empowering time, and our
accomplishments on behalf of the Alliance's position we are as one of the galaxy's ships. A proposal by the Core Federal Corporation Dynamics to buy the Lacon Spaceways construction company was officially rejected. Naomi Landseer, president of the Lacon Board of Directors, made the following statement: We thank Mr Rochester and
his team for their approach. However, I can confirm that Lakon Spaceways will remain an independent company. Business report Irfan Karim analyzed the situation closer to the Court Alliance: This decision surprised many analysts, considering the persistent rumours that Lacon is in greater difficulty than financial statements would
suggest. Although its ship partnership with the Alliance has proved highly lucrative, Inside believes that was steadfast in its head in terms of resources and manpower. There are also public comments in high profile in ICons, which pressures the chart to accept ownership by Core Dynamics. Some complain of falling dividends, while others
accuse Ms Landseer of focusing solely on covenant deals. A spokeswoman for Dynamics Core confirms that the offer to buy Spaceways Lacon has not yet been removed, and that Jupiter Rochester CEO is looking at all available options. Page 10The Beluga Class Liner is one of the world's most prestigious spacecraft travelers. Only the
Imperial Gutamaya reveal these glorious vessel rivals. If you want to travel in style, this is the container to make it through. The case of an aircraft outage can be fitted to these ships. Search shipysAvilability: Horizons OnlyHardpoint Service Hulk Internaln66C Shield Generator6E Cargo Rack66D Business Class Passenger Cabin6
Business Class Passenger Cabin54D Business Class Passenger Cabin54D Business Class Passenger Cabin43E Cargo Rack32E Car Rack1 1E Supercruise AssistCore internaln66C Power Plant77C Thrusters7C Frame Change Drive88C Life support DistributorArmour1 AlloySince AlloySince Pilot Federation endorsed passenger flight
and the luxury liner Beluga has entered the market , the tourism industry has boomed. Captain Kanna Death, a seasoned explorer, took this reporter on a once-in-a-lifetime trip to the far side of the galaxy. Our journey led us to the Black in Green Nebula, Sagittarius A* and the Red and Green Globula, as well as a planet ring with a 54
million kilometre rays. But that wasn't all. I planned to go to Beagle Point for a few months,'' said Kanna Death. Since I'm on the original list, I feel I have an obligation to complete the expedition. The spirits were high as we crossed the abys and entered the Void Solitude, but as the bright lights at the breakfast core I could feel the main
fear. Finally, we reached the Beagle point. Before we were the entire Milky Road, far away than ever, and behind us... the rest of the universe. We stood on infinite edge. Morris Cowley Freelance Reporter, Elite Travel Writers' CooperativeFollowing the latest retirement of the latest Saud Kruger Narwhal from the presidential fleet, criticism
of the Hudson administration commented on the decision to use two dynamic Core Farragut-class fighting classes as presidential transport vessels. In an interview with the Federal Times, Congressman Kristine Lasky said: ''These are not industry-standard ships that can be purchased in the market. These are main ships – the largest of
the inventories of the Federal Naval Army. This president intends to use one but two of these ships should seriously concern. Is it necessary for the president to deploy a combat group whenever he visits a foreign dignity? What messages are sent to other heads of state? It looks less like a matter of and more like a show in force! Lasky,
Lasky announced that it will call the Federal Accountability Office to investigate the acquisition and deployment of taxpayer deployment, and put forward a measure to limit the use of the president's ship in a handful in fiscal years. Captain DrigersPage 11The Anaconda is proudly the vintage Faulcon deLecy. The design was first
manufactured in 2856 by RimLiner Galactic. After much merging the model was eventually owned by Faulcon Delacy, who made only minor changes to the classic design. The Anaconda is a versatile craft that can transport large cargo as well as pack a decent point. Some smaller sail uses Anaconda's use of cruise fixtures and frigates
roles. The Anaconda can also be upgraded with a given physician enabling small combatants up to Sidewinder-sized to be carried and launched, however most are only capable of supporting short-range combatants. Search shipyardsManufacturer: Faulcon deLacyHardpoint MontOptional Service internaln76E Cargo Rack65E Cargo
Rack66C Shield Generator54E Cargo Rack21E Cargo Rack11E Supercruise Assistcore Internship Power Plant7C Thrusters6C Frame Switch Drive55C Lifetime Support88C Power DistributorArmour1I Lightight AlloyMulti-billionaire Zachary Rackham will construct a permanent display of the system further above the glare aircraft. The
orbital exposure will be located in the HIP 58832 system. This is often designed to be at the galaxic zenith, one of the highest places that can be practically found. The project is funded by the Rackham Capital Investment Corporation, with the close participation of Universal Cartographics and several other scientific organizations. The
apos location will make it ideal for collecting astronomical data on the overall structure of the glacial spiral. This scientific effort was remarked on by Mr Rackham from his private city complex on the Rhea Archipelago: Back in my day to ping the trade routes to a second hand sidender, the idea of standing on the terrace in space was a
holiday. New generation of pilots and ships will make my vision a reality. There are no doubting many scientific observations will be done once the apost is up and running, but more importantly, there will be a bar – with the drinks on me! A spokesman for Rackham Capital Investment later confirmed that the apostrophe in the HIP 58832
system would be operational on 17th December 3306, but clarified that there was no legal guarantee for beverage refund. A press release from Brewer Corporation discussed plans to improve access to refilment for owners of fleet carriers. We were surprised and free by the popularity of our latest product. Options for independent pilots
and crews were considerably expanded by the aversatility and the ability to Insurance Companies. But we've also listened to customers' concerns, in particular that large ships like Anacondas, Corvettes and Clippers can't dock and refinery storage takes on Tritium gas. To help alleviate this problem, Brewer Corporation was skate with two
independent construction companies: Kavanagh Spaceframes Ltd and Steel Castle Inc. are working and improving a number of devices in starports fully functioning, in order to make refielling run more efficient. The construction companies of which won this contract both have impressive tracking records of modified orbital habitats.
Kavanagh Spaceframes specializes in starports orbis, while Steel Castle only is working with Coriolis designs. Projects are expected to start next week. As the first week the Culture Alliance festival draws to a close, Laundry residents have shared mixed feelings about the decision to stage in the opening ceremony of their home system.
This clearly was a political gesture from Edmund Mahon, said Grady Chen, an independent journalist at Laundry Station. An independent faction rules wash now. There was military conflict here just last year. But we have covenant leaders trying to garner support despite losing control of the system. It's misinformation blatant. Sarai
Messemer, a financial consultant, offered a different opinion when interviewed at Sidewinder in Orange. Washing has been an alliance system for decades. We lived by the covenant ethos for a couple of generations, they know? Sure, we've got Radio Wash in control of the system right now but that doesn't change who we are, or what
makes us Lifetime. A spokesman for Radio Wash, Dr Allen Stroud, provided this statement. It was quite a surprise that organizers decided to open the festival to Wash, but I guess they see things the same way we do. We're all just trying to get together and there's so much to celebrate on the alliance, regardless of whether your system is
a current or former member. I am looking forward to washing out welcome as many visitors as possible. Come for the festival, the brand, the radio station or one of our many other attractions, and we should be happy to host you. Page 12The Federal Corvette is the smallest ship deployed by the Federation Army. It is a quick, hard hitting
vessel whilst capable of hauling cargo and personnel. Its devices make it the most common container of the Federation Army that most people are encountering. It can be found everywhere, on long-range patrols, maintaining peace, combat deletion, in fact anywhere that they want them to maintain a strong presence without deploying
one of the Farragut batlecruisers class. It's possible, but extremely rare, for a private citizen to own one of these ships. The ship can carry and deploy two small warships, although civilian versions have restrictions on a lecturers. Search shipyardsManufacturer: Core DinamicsNavy Rank Required: Rear Admiral (Federal
Lamarin)HardpointUtility montOptional internaln77C Shield Delko76E Cargo Rack43E Cargo Rack32E Cargo Rack11E Supercruise AssistCore internaln88C Power Plant77C Thru Frame Change Drive55C IT Support 88C Power DistributorArmour1I Lightight Alloy * Pilots Federation ALERT * Price for several dynamic core spacecraft have
been temporarily reduced, as part of an attempt to buy Spaceways Lakon.The ship corporation has applied a 30% discount to sales of the MK in eagle MKI and the Vulture. There is also a 20% discount on sales of ship Federal Attacks, Federal Dropships and Federal Weapons, although the U.S. Federal Reserve's rank requirements for
each vessel continue to apply. The reduced prices are expected to last until 30th December 3306.Core Dynamics recently made a proposal to acquire rival company Lacon Spaceways, which rejects the bid then applies makdowns to its own ships to increase short-term profits. Alliance's Business Reporter Irfan Karim speculated on these
developments: Jupiter Rochester's CEO remained tight-butchered about the reasons for these discounts, but it seems likely he is raising money for a more aggressive bid. Rumours are circulating to Lacon's investors buried in selling their shares, or forced into asking that the board of principals accept ownership by Dynamics Core. Many
industry analysts are convinced that a hostile manager at Lacon Space is under way. If successful, we could see vessels that are often associated with the Alliance – such as the Rulers and Type-10 Defenders – manufactured by a federal corporation in the future. * Pilot Federation ALERT * Temporary price reductions have been
announced for several Lacon vessels, in an effort to increase short-term profits. Lakon Spaceways has implemented a 30% discount on sales of these ship types: Asp ScoutDiamondback ScoutelbackType-7 TransporterType-10 DefendeThe reduced prices to expectations to last until December 30th 3306.Some industry analysts believe
that this is an attempt to increase short-term shareholders' shareholders, many of them complained about falling dividends. Other investors have publicly pressured the company to accept a share from the Core Federal Corporation Dynamics.These issues have been addressed by Naomi Landseer, Lacon's board president of directors: It is
true that profit margins are not as impressive as in previous years, but we can convince everyone of interest and clients that Lacon Spaceways remains financially secure. We projected an extraction of military contracts during this time at this empowering time, and our accomplishments on behalf of the Alliance's position we are as one of
the galaxy's ships. A proposal by the Core Federal Core Dynamics corporation to purchase the construction Lakon Spaceways has officially rejected. Naomi Landseer, president of the Lacon Board of Directors, made the following statement: We thank Mr Rochester and his team for their approach. However, I can confirm that Lakon
Spaceways will remain an independent company. Business report Irfan Karim analyzed the situation closer to the Court Alliance: This decision surprised many analysts, considering the persistent rumours that Lacon is in greater difficulty than financial statements would suggest. Although its ship partnership with the Alliance has proved
highly lucrative, Inside believes that was steadfast in its head in terms of resources and manpower. There were also public comments from high-profile shareholders in ICons, who will pressure the chart to accept ownership by Dynamic Core. Some complain of falling dividends, while others accuse Ms Landseer of focusing solely on
covenant deals. A spokeswoman for Dynamics Core confirms that the offer to buy Spaceways Lacon has not yet been removed, and that Jupiter Rochester CEO is looking at all available options. Page 13Availability: Horizons OnlyHardpoint Utility Mount Internaln55E Economy Class Passenger Cabin43E Cargo Rack44C Shield
generator32E Cargo Rack21E Cargo Rack11E Supercruise Assist11E Advanced Docking ComputerCore Internal 4 Power Plant55C Thrusters4C Frame Shift Drive44C Life Support Support For Support33C Power DistributorArmour1I The lightest AlloySince Pilot Federation endorsed passenger flight and the luxury liner Beluga has
entered the market, the tourism industry has boomed. Captain Kanna Death, a seasoned explorer, took this reporter on a once-in-a-lifetime trip to the far side of the galaxy. Our journey led us to the Black in Green Nebula, Sagittarius A* and the Red and Green Globula, as well as a planet ring with a 54 million kilometre rays. But that
wasn't all. I planned to go to Beagle Point for a few months,'' said Kanna Death. Since I'm on the original list, I feel I have an obligation to complete the expedition. The spirits were high as we crossed the abys and entered the Void Solitude, but as the bright lights at the breakfast core I could feel the main fear. Finally, we reached the
Beagle point. Before we were the entire Milky Road, far away than ever, and behind us... the rest of the universe. We stood on infinite edge. Morris Cowley Freelance Reporter, Elite Travel Writers' CooperativeFollowing the latest retirement of the latest Saud Kruger Narwhal from the presidential fleet, criticism of the Hudson administration
commented on the decision to use two dynamic Core Farragut-class fighting classes as presidential transport vessels. In an interview with the Federal Times, Congressional President Kristine Lasky said: ''These are not standard flagship industries can be purchased in the market. These are main ships – the largest of the inventories of the
Federal Naval Army. This president intends to use one but two of these ships should seriously concern. Is it necessary for the president to deploy a combat group whenever he visits a foreign dignity? What messages are sent to other heads of state? It looks less like a matter of security and more like a show of force! Lasky, Lasky
announced that it will call the Federal Accountability Office to investigate the acquisition and deployment of taxpayer deployment, and put forward a measure to limit the use of the president's ship in a handful in fiscal years. DriggersPage Commander 14Manufacturer: Faulcon deLacyHardPoint MontOptional internaln43E Cargo Rack43E
Cargo Rack44C Shield Generator21E Cargo Rack11E Supercruise Assist11E Advanced Docking Computer internaln44 Power Plant44C Thrusters4C Frame Change Drive33C Life support Lavi33C Power DistributorArmour1I lightweight AlloyMulti-billionaire Zachary Rackham is constructed a permanent exit from the system further above
the galatic plan. The orbital exposure will be located in the HIP 58832 system. This is often designed to be at the galaxic zenith, one of the highest places that can be practically found. The project is funded by the Rackham Capital Investment Corporation, with the close participation of Universal Cartographics and several other scientific
organizations. The apos location will make it ideal for collecting astronomical data on the overall structure of the glacial spiral. This scientific effort was remarked on by Mr Rackham from his private city complex on the Rhea Archipelago: Back in my day to ping the trade routes to a second hand sidender, the idea of standing on the terrace
in space was a holiday. New generation of pilots and ships will make my vision a reality. There are no doubting many scientific observations will be done once the apost is up and running, but more importantly, there will be a bar – with the drinks on me! A spokesman for Rackham Capital Investment later confirmed that the apostrophe in
the HIP 58832 system would be operational on 17th December 3306, but clarified that there was no legal guarantee for beverage refund. A press release from Brewer Corporation discussed plans to improve access to refilment for owners of fleet carriers. We were surprised and free by the popularity of our latest product. The options for
independent pilots and crew were considerably expanded by the adultity and the ability of our Dreke-Class Carriers. But we've also listened to customers' concerns, in particular that large ships like Anacondas, Corvettes and Clippers can't dock with refinery aposts taking over Tritium to help alleviate this issue, Brewer Corporation has
partnered with two independent construction companies: Kavanagh Spaceframes Ltd and Steel Castle Inc. are working and upgrading a number of devices to fully functioning starports, in order to make refielling run more efficient. The construction companies of which won this contract both have impressive tracking records of modified
orbital habitats. Kavanagh Spaceframes specializes in starports orbis, while Steel Castle only is working with Coriolis designs. Projects are expected to start next week. As the first week the Culture Alliance festival draws to a close, Laundry residents have shared mixed feelings about the decision to stage in the opening ceremony of their
home system. This clearly was a political gesture from Edmund Mahon, said Grady Chen, an independent journalist at Laundry Station. An independent faction rules wash now. There was military conflict here just last year. But we have covenant leaders trying to garner support despite losing control of the system. It's misinformation
blatant. Sarai Messemer, a financial consultant, offered a different opinion when interviewed at Sidewinder in Orange. Washing has been an alliance system for decades. We lived by the covenant ethos for a couple of generations, they know? Sure, we've got Radio Wash in control of the system right now but that doesn't change who we
are, or what makes us Lifetime. A spokesman for Radio Wash, Dr Allen Stroud, provided this statement. It was quite a surprise that organizers decided to open the festival to Wash, but I guess they see things the same way we do. We're all just trying to get together and there's so much to celebrate on the alliance, regardless of whether
your system is a current or former member. I am looking forward to washing out welcome as many visitors as possible. Come for the festival, the brand, the radio station or one of our many other attractions, and we should be happy to host you. Page 15The Cobra MkIV is Faulcon Delacy's development to the famous Cobra MkIII. He's a
ship heavier and bulkier than the MkII, but packs an extra puffin with his best weapon placement to make him a more efficient combat vessel. It harder, improves survival, and enables better improvement, but at the expense of some of its justice. Search shipyardsManufacturer: Faulcon deLacyAvilability: Special (Early Horizons
Property)HardpointUtility mountOptional internaln44C Shield Generator Cargo Rack43E Cargo Rack43E Cargo Etack32E Cargo Rack32e Cargo Rack21E Cargo Rack11E Assistant supercruise1E an Advanced Docking ComputerCore internaln44C Power Plant44C Thrusters4C Frame Shift Drive33C Lifetime Support33C Power
DistributorArmour11I Lightweight AlloyMulti-billionaire Zachary Rackham will construct a permanent storage of the system far beyond the galatic aircraft. The Orbital Post must sit in the HIP 58832 system. This is often designed to be at the galaxic zenith, one of the highest places that can be practically found. The project is funded by the
Rackham Capital Investment Corporation, with the close participation of Universal Cartographics and several other scientific organizations. The apos location will make it ideal for collecting astronomical data on the overall structure of the glacial spiral. This scientific effort was remarked on by Mr Rackham from his private city complex on
the Rhea Archipelago: Back in my day to ping the trade routes to a second hand sidender, the idea of standing on the terrace in space was a holiday. New generation of pilots and ships will make my vision a reality. There are no doubting many scientific observations will be done once the apost is up and running, but more importantly,
there will be a bar – with the drinks on me! A spokesman for Rackham Capital Investment later confirmed that the apostrophe in the HIP 58832 system would be operational on 17th December 3306, but clarified that there was no legal guarantee for beverage refund. A press release from Brewer Corporation discussed plans to improve
access to refilment for owners of fleet carriers. We were surprised and free by the popularity of our latest product. The options for independent pilots and crew were considerably expanded by the adultity and the ability of our Dreke-Class Carriers. But we've also listened to customers' concerns, in particular that large ships like Anacondas,
Corvettes and Clippers can't dock and refinery storage takes on Tritium gas. To help alleviate this problem, Brewer Corporation was skate with two independent construction companies: Kavanagh Spaceframes Ltd and Steel Castle Inc. are working and improving a number of devices in starports fully functioning, in order to make refielling
run more efficient. The construction companies of which won this contract both have impressive tracking records of modified orbital habitats. Kavanagh Spaceframes specializes in starports orbis, while Steel Castle only is working with Coriolis designs. Projects are expected to start next week. As the first week the Culture Alliance festival
draws to a close, Laundry residents have shared mixed feelings about the decision to stage in the opening ceremony of their home system. This clearly was a political gesture from Edmund Mahon, said Grady Chen, an independent journalist at Laundry Station. An independent faction rules wash now. There was military conflict here just
last year. But we have covenant leaders trying to garner support despite losing control of the system. It's misinformation blatant. Sarai Messemer, a financial consultant, offered a different opinion when interviewed at Orange Sidewinder. Washing has been an alliance system for decades. We lived by the covenant ethos for a couple of
generations, they know? Sure, we've got Radio Wash in control of the system right now but that doesn't change who we are, or what makes us Lifetime. A spokesman for Radio Wash, Dr Allen Stroud, provided this statement. It was quite a surprise that organizers decided to open the festival to Wash, but I guess they see things the same
way we do. We're all just trying to get together and there's so much to celebrate on the alliance, regardless of whether your system is a current or former member. I am looking forward to washing out welcome as many visitors as possible. Come for the festival, the brand, the radio station or one of our many other attractions, and we should
be happy to host you. Page 16The Diamondback Scout is the Backdrop Spaceways' combat explorers vessel. Unlike his bigger brother Asp, the Scout at Diamondback isn't suited as a rounded vessel. It's popular with elite recognized units and pathfinder and navigate to all human spaces. Its relatively low price also makes it a popular
choice with independent pilots who appreciate its combat and potential exploration. Search shipyardsManufacturer: Lakon SpacewaysHardpointUtility Watches InternalN33C Shield Generator11E Assistance Supercruise1E Before Docking ComputerCore internalCore internal44C Power Plant44C Thrusters4C Frame Change Drive22C Life
Support3 3C Power DistributorArmour1 Alloy Lightweight * Pilot Federation ALERT *Price for several dynamic core containers has been temporarily reduced, as part of an attempt to purchase Spaceways Lakon.The ship corporations have applied a 30% discount in sales of the Eagle MkI and the Vulture. There is also a 20% discount on
sales of ship Federal Attacks, Federal Dropships and Federal Weapons, although the U.S. Federal Reserve's rank requirements for each vessel continue to apply. The reduced prices are expected to last until 30th December 3306.Core Dynamics recently made a proposal to acquire rival company Lacon Spaceways, which rejects the bid
then applies makdowns to its own ships to increase short-term profits. Alliance's Business Reporter Irfan Karim speculated on these developments: Jupiter Rochester's CEO remained tight-butchered about the reasons for these discounts, but it seems likely he is raising money for a more aggressive bid. Rumours are circulating to Lacon's
investors buried in selling their shares, or forced into asking that the board of principals accept ownership by Dynamics Core. Many industry analysts are convinced that a hostile manager at Lacon Space is under way. If successful, we could see vessels that are often associated with the Alliance – such as the Rulers and Type-10
Defenders - manufactured by a federal corporation in the future.*Pilots ALERT* Temporary price reductions have been announced for several Lacon vessels, in an effort to increase short-term profits. Lakon Spaceways has implemented a 30% discount on sales of these ship types: Asp ScoutDiamondback ScoutelbackType-7
TransporterType-10 DefendeThe reduced prices to expectations to last until December 30th 3306.Some industry analysts believe that this is an attempt to increase short-term shareholders' shareholders, many of them complained about falling dividends. Other investors have publicly pressured the company to accept a share from the
Core Federal Corporation Dynamics.These issues have been addressed by Naomi Landseer, Lacon's board president of directors: It is true that profit margins are not as impressive as in previous years, but we can convince everyone of interest and clients that Lacon Spaceways remains financially secure. We projected an extraction of
military contracts during this time at this empowering time, and our accomplishments on behalf of the Alliance's position we are as one of the galaxy's ships. A proposal by the Core Federal Corporation Dynamics to buy the Lacon Spaceways construction company was officially rejected. Naomi Landseer, president of the Lacon Board of
Directors, made the following statement: We thank Mr Rochester and his team for their approach. However, I can confirm that Lakon Spaceways will remain an independent company. Business report Irfan Karim analyzed the situation closer to the Court Alliance: This decision surprised many analysts, considering the persistent rumours
that Lacon is in greater difficulty than financial statements would suggest. Although its ship partnership with the Alliance has proved highly lucrative, Inside believes that was steadfast in its head in terms of resources and manpower. There were also public comments from high-profile shareholders in ICons, who will pressure the chart to
accept ownership by Dynamic Core. Some complain of falling dividends, while others accuse Ms Landseer of focusing solely on covenant deals. A spokeswoman for Dynamics Core confirms that the offer to buy Spaceways Lacon has not yet been removed, and that Jupiter Rochester CEO is looking at all available options. Page 17The
Federal Gunship develops to the need for a more advanced support vessel in operation, use the Standard Dropship frame. Its primary role is to fire support but it also supports higher modules to make it more versatile. It can also be equipped with a future outing. Search shipyardsManufacturer: Core DinamicsNavy Rank Required: Ensign
(Federal Lamarin)HardpointUtility montOptional internaln66C Shield Generator54 Cargo Ragock11E Supercruise AssistCore internalCore internal66C Power Plant66C Thrusters55C Frame Change Drive55C Life support DistributorArborArmour1I lightweight FEDERATION ALERT* Prices for several dynamic vessels have been temporarily
reduced, as part of an attempt to buy Lakon Spaceways.The flagship corporations has applied a 30% discount to sales of MK in Eagle MKI and the Vulture. There is also a 20% discount on sales of ship Federal Attacks, Federal Dropships and Federal Weapons, although the U.S. Federal Reserve's rank requirements for each vessel
continue to apply. The reduced prices are expected to last until 30th December 3306.Core Dynamics recently made a proposal to acquire rival company Lacon Spaceways, which rejects the bid then applies makdowns to its own ships to increase short-term profits. Alliance's Business Reporter Irfan Karim speculated on these
developments: Jupiter Rochester's CEO remained tight-butchered about the reasons for these discounts, but it seems likely he is raising money for a more aggressive bid. Rumours are circulating to Lacon's investors buried in selling their shares, or forced into asking that the board of principals accept ownership by Dynamics Core. Many
industry analysts are convinced that a hostile manager at Lacon Space is under way. If successful, we could see vessels that are often associated with the Alliance – such as the Rulers and Type-10 Defenders – manufactured by a federal corporation in the future. * Pilot Federation ALERT * Temporary price reductions have been
announced for several Lacon vessels, in an effort to increase short-term profits. Lakon Spaceways has implemented a 30% discount on sales of these ship types: Asp ScoutDiamondback ScoutelbackType-7 TransporterType-10 DefendeThe reduced prices to expectations to last until December 30th 3306.Some industry analysts believe
that this is an attempt to increase short-term shareholders' shareholders, many of them complained about falling dividends. Other investors have publicly pressured the company to accept a share from the Core Federal Corporation Dynamics.These issues have been addressed by Naomi Landseer, Lacon's board president of directors: It is
true that profit margins are not as impressive as in previous years, but we can convince everyone of interest and clients that Lacon Spaceways remains financially secure. We projected an extraction of military contracts during this time at this empowering time, and our accomplishments on behalf of the Alliance's position we are as one of
the galaxy's ships. A proposal by the Core Federal Corporation Dynamics to buy the Lacon Spaceways construction company was officially rejected. Naomi Landseer, president of the Lacon Board of Directors, made the following statement: We thank Mr Rochester and his team for their approach. However, I can confirm that Lakon
Spaceways will remain an independent company. Business reporter Irfan Karim analyzed the situation closer to the alliance decision surprised many analysts, considering the persistent rumours that Lacon is in greater difficulty than financial statements would suggest. Although its ship partnership with the Alliance has proved highly
lucrative, Inside believes that was steadfast in its head in terms of resources and manpower. There were also public comments from high-profile shareholders in ICons, who will pressure the chart to accept ownership by Dynamic Core. Some complain of falling dividends, while others accuse Ms Landseer of focusing solely on covenant
deals. A spokeswoman for Dynamics Core confirms that the offer to buy Spaceways Lacon has not yet been removed, and that Jupiter Rochester CEO is looking at all available options. Page 18The Federal Dropship is the federation's flagship worker for tactical and special deployment. This is a well equipped and well-equipped boat
capable of carrying big loads. Its versatile nature means that it is well suited to attack even the most hostile environment. Search shipyardsManufacturer: Core DinamicsNavy Rank Required: Midshipman (Federal Lamarin) Hardpoint MontOptional intern65E Cargo Rack54E Cargo Ragock55C Shield Generator43E Cargo Rack11E
Supercruise AssistCore internaln66C Power Plant66C Thruster Frame Change Drive55C Life Support66C Power DistributorArmour1I Lightight Alloy *Pilots Federation ALERT* Price for several dynamic core spacecraft have been temporarily reduced, as part of an attempt to purchase Spaceways Lacon.The ship corporations have applied
a 30% discount to sales of MK in eagle MkI and the Vulture. There is also a 20% discount on sales of ship Federal Attacks, Federal Dropships and Federal Weapons, although the U.S. Federal Reserve's rank requirements for each vessel continue to apply. The reduced prices are expected to last until 30th December 3306.Core Dynamics
recently made a proposal to acquire rival company Lacon Spaceways, which rejects the bid then applies makdowns to its own ships to increase short-term profits. Alliance's Business Reporter Irfan Karim speculated on these developments: Jupiter Rochester's CEO remained tight-butchered about the reasons for these discounts, but it
seems likely he is raising money for a more aggressive bid. Rumours are circulating to Lacon's investors buried in selling their shares, or forced into asking that the board of principals accept ownership by Dynamics Core. Many industry analysts are convinced that a hostile manager at Lacon Space is under way. If successful, we could
see vessels that are often associated with the Alliance – such as the Rulers and Type-10 Defenders – manufactured by a federal corporation in the future. * Pilot Federation ALERT * Temporary price reductions have been announced for several Lacon vessels, in an effort to increase the profits. Lakon Spaceways has implemented a 30%
discount on sales of these ship types: Asp ScoutDiamondback ScoutelbackType-7 TransporterType-10 DefendeThe reduced prices to expectations to last until December 30th 3306.Some industry analysts believe that this is an attempt to increase short-term shareholders' shareholders, many of them complained about falling dividends.
Other investors have publicly pressured the company to accept a share from the Core Federal Corporation Dynamics.These issues have been addressed by Naomi Landseer, Lacon's board president of directors: It is true that profit margins are not as impressive as in previous years, but we can convince everyone of interest and clients
that Lacon Spaceways remains financially secure. We projected an extraction of military contracts during this time at this empowering time, and our accomplishments on behalf of the Alliance's position we are as one of the galaxy's ships. A proposal by the Core Federal Corporation Dynamics to buy the Lacon Spaceways construction
company was officially rejected. Naomi Landseer, president of the Lacon Board of Directors, made the following statement: We thank Mr Rochester and his team for their approach. However, I can confirm that Lakon Spaceways will remain an independent company. Business report Irfan Karim analyzed the situation closer to the Court
Alliance: This decision surprised many analysts, considering the persistent rumours that Lacon is in greater difficulty than financial statements would suggest. Although its ship partnership with the Alliance has proved highly lucrative, Inside believes that was steadfast in its head in terms of resources and manpower. There were also public
comments from high-profile shareholders in ICons, who will pressure the chart to accept ownership by Dynamic Core. Some complain of falling dividends, while others accuse Ms Landseer of focusing solely on covenant deals. A spokeswoman for Dynamics Core confirms that the offer to buy Spaceways Lacon has not yet been removed,
and that Jupiter Rochester CEO is looking at all available options. Page 19The Fer-De-Lance is another classic design that has been currently in production for two centuries. The ship has become famous for its popularity with top business executives and rich hunters, being a fast, well-armed vessel, with luxury accommodation and
quality components equipped as standards. Early models were built by Zorgon Peterson, but more recently, limited numbers have been upgraded by Saud Kruger to a rare collaboration, causing even more avalanche creation, without spoiling the original's design and specific conditions. Search shipyardsManufacturer: Zorgon
PetersonHardpoint Mount Service internaln54E Cargo Rack44C Shield Generator43E Cargo Rack11E Supercruise internal66C Power Plant55C Thrusters4C Frame Shift Drive44C Life support Support DistributorArmourMour1I Lightight AlloyTwo new ship walk towards independent pilots, The Mamba and the Phantom of Krait, having just
hit the market. Zorgon Peterson issued this press release for his new vessel: Whether it's the speed and power of firefighter you want, the Mamba is for you. Based on a racing prototype, it's the fastest commercially available star, and it sports enough hard points for a series of devastated weapons. Whether you're leaving competitors in
the dish or running rings around those pesky Thargoids, think Mamba! Faulcon DeLacy also released a statement for its latest design: The Phantom of Krait offers true multi-role capabilities, allowing it to be customized for combat, mining or trading. And for explorers, his impressive jumping range means you really can reach out to the
stars. This is a boat that can handle it all. Cite Colony's network invited the galaxic community to support the colony community by freeing many needs of food and supplies in the region, and by hauling new security ones, as part of what is set to be one of the greatest convoys fighting in human history. The Christmas Convoy convoy will
depart on the 2nd of December 3302, stand at every apost on the so-called Highway of Colonies, and arrive in settlements in the first week of January. So far, nearly 150 pilots have been signed up. The Fleet of Defence, the 9th Legion, Iridium Wing, SEP and the Prismatic Imperium have all pilots advocating to protect the fighter jets for
the duration of the journey. Dalilah William, a Hub colony citizen, said: 'We need more of the essentials that people in the core system take for granted, which is why we are calling on traders and crimes to join the Christmas Convoriers, and appeal to combat pilots to protect them. SouvarineDon Antonaci, leader of the flagship organization
Wolf 359, called on the Pirates of the Galaxy to gather for a faso against Hutton's Orbital trucks and allies. The Pirates proposed a 'nothing goes' fighting royale in the Wyrd system. Minelayers, thermal weapons, torpedo boats, long sniper boats - Antonaci will ask participants to carry the most devastated equipment in the ice rings, and
destroy any trucks they encounter. Meanwhile, Trump vowed to send the finest to oppose Antonaci. The two sides agreed that the ships will fly Fer-De-Lans, Cobras, Vipers and Eagles, while trucks will pilot federal ship associations, ship guns, Dropships and Vultures. Pilots on both sides have cleared the target of anyone who piloted a
larger vessel. Camera crew, which will fly yellow hazards, are regarded as off-limits. Antonaci released the following statement: Despite my best efforts, these filth trucks continue to travel across space. us All pilots are friendly to the Gift to help us teach these trucks a lesson. Bring your finest weapons, modules and upgrades, and show
your support. The only answer to Antonaci's challenge was: Bring him on! The campaign begins on the 19th of May 3302 and will run for a week. Pilots who support the operation will be generously reimbursed. Page 20The Clipper Imperial is the imperial quintesenstiel ship. It epitomis elegance in shape while forming speed and agility.
Because of its balance of speed, luxury and strength it is used to transport valuable and personally valuable items across the Ephod. With these ships can come as standard, and are not available for civilians, or export models. Search shipysNavy rank required: Conrad (Imperial Marine)Hardpoint MontOptional Service internaln76E Cargo
Rack66C Shield Generator43E Cargo Rack21E Cargo Rack11E Supercruise Assistcore internal66 Power Plant66C Thrusters55C Frame Change Drive55C Lifetime SupportTe6C Power DistributorArmour1I Lightweight Alloy * Pilot Federation ALERT: For the attention of all commands * comprehensive memorial preparation. An inquiry by
the Eppi to respect the passing of Prince Harold Duval and the rare articles received an impressive response, the Ngadandari Opals Recognition, Esuseku Caviar, Lavian Diva and Kamitra Cigars were transported to the memorial ceremony at the Imperial Palace in the Capitol. The Prince's body will remain in state for another week,
before reaching its final resting place in the Martyrs.Pilots who delivered such committees can now collect rewards from Oterma Station in the Baal system. Achenar system enables will be processed and automatically allocated to the 3rd of October 3306.In recognition of this accomplishment, The Gutamaya Corporation ships will be
available at a 20% discount from 2nd to October 3306 through the 9th of October 3306.Princess Aising Duval told the media: 'I want to thank everyone for their kindness during this difficult time. I took so much comfort in knowing that my father will never forget. For now, I want to make it clear that all efforts to eradicate the terrorists are
brutally responsible for her death having my full support. I adjudicate all citizens to reject the destructive dogma of Marlinism and work together for a stronger emppi. * Pilot Federation ALERT: For the attention of all captains* rare communities required by the embalming of the baal system. State funeral Prince Harold Duval started on
Capitol. An official week of tomorrow was declared throughout the Empire.Emperor Arisa Lavigny-Duval opening the ceremony, which delivered a flush to his half-brother. Princess Aisling Duval, Harold's daughter, was also in attendance but was too emotional in addressing the large crowd. The message of condolences from across the
galaxy was over Exhibitions, including from Alliance Prime Minister Edmund Mahon and Federal President Zachary Hudson. Even Hadrian Duval, the exiled leader of Nova Imperium, paid respect to his late aunt. The body of the Prince, contained in a beautiful transparent cake, was paraded in the city by a company of Imperial Guard. He
will remain in the state for two weeks before the International Hall of Martyrs.The Imperial Palace will host a memorial ceremony to honour Harold Duval, in which the rare committee was requested before Thursday 1st October. Ngadandari Fire Opals, Esuseku Caviar, Lavian Diva and Kamitra Cigars must be delivered to Oterma Station in



the Baal system, where the White models will be transported to Capitol after the safety of vetting.Commanders of the Pilot Federation will be assigned an Achenar permit system alongside financial rewards. To further encourage participation, Gutamaya Corporation will implement a discount of up to 25% for all ship purchases according to
the amount of rare items donated. The iperial despatch confirmed that Captain Salomé, also known as Kahina Tijani Loren, died in Arumclaw Systems on April 29th by a bounty hunters known as 'Besieger'. Salomé was escorted by several heavily armed vessels, but its Imperial Clipper Clipper 'Seth Veils' was nevertheless destroyed by
artillery fire. The three captains saw Arumclaw who would run behind Arumclaw shortly afterward. Monitoring report indicates that the Co-Conspirate Salomé – Raan Corsen, Tsu Annabelle Singh and Yuri Nakamura - remains at large. Moments after the Salomé destruction was confirmed, they detected a transmission to the Teorge
system, leading to the discovery of a series of logs. The logs, which apparently date from 3275, contain nebula statements regarding a scheme from a super identified organization to manipulate the Worsen, Federation and Alliance. A number of factions have tried to defend Salomé and its allies as they travelled from Eridani's 46 core
systems. Imperial intelligence is trying to identify factions that have supported conspirates, but anecdotal reports indicate that many people have already fallen at loggerdowns in the wake of Salomé's death. She was a evil force who tried to sow seeds of conflict amongst the peacekeeping efforts, says Princess Aising Duval. Warmonger it
is at an end, and the Galaxy is now a safer place. It's just a shame that so many innocent lives were lost before it was brought down. Admiral Denton Patreus declined to address claims that the bounty hunters were in his job, saying only, ''Let an end to this matter of regret.'' Page 21The Imperial Cutter meets a similar role in the Corvette
for the Imperial Navy. The design philosophy reflects imperial sensitivity as it's faster and more elegant than the Corvette, but doesn't quite match it in Similar to other imperial knife ships is also used for soft power projects, through diplomatic missions and support for friendly powers. It is possible, although rare, for a well-connected
customer or boss to own one of these ships. Like the Corvette, some models can deploy two small aircraft-sized ships, although civilian models restrict one. Search shipysNavy Rank Required:Duke (Imperial Marine)HardpointUtility montOptional internaln88C Shield Generator87E Cargo Rack65E Cargo Rack32E Cargo Rack11E
Supercruise Assist internalcore intern888 Power Plant88C Thrusters7C Frame Change Drive77C Life support Support DistributorArmourmourArmour1I Lightight Alloy * Pilots Alert Federation: For the attention of all commands * full memorial preparation. An inquiry by the Eppi to respect the passing of Prince Harold Duval and the rare
articles received an impressive response, the Ngadandari Opals Recognition, Esuseku Caviar, Lavian Diva and Kamitra Cigars were transported to the memorial ceremony at the Imperial Palace in the Capitol. The Prince's body will remain in state for another week, before reaching its final resting place in the Martyrs.Pilots who delivered
such committees can now collect rewards from Oterma Station in the Baal system. Achenar system enables will be processed and automatically allocated to the 3rd of October 3306.In recognition of this accomplishment, The Gutamaya Corporation ships will be available at a 20% discount from 2nd to October 3306 through the 9th of
October 3306.Princess Aising Duval told the media: 'I want to thank everyone for their kindness during this difficult time. I took so much comfort in knowing that my father will never forget. For now, I want to make it clear that all efforts to eradicate the terrorists are brutally responsible for her death having my full support. I adjudicate all
citizens to reject the destructive dogma of Marlinism and work together for a stronger emppi. * Pilot Federation ALERT: For the attention of all captains* rare communities required by the embalming of the baal system. State funeral Prince Harold Duval started on Capitol. An official week of tomorrow was declared throughout the
Empire.Emperor Arisa Lavigny-Duval opening the ceremony, which delivered a flush to his half-brother. Princess Aisling Duval, Harold's daughter, was also in attendance but was too emotional in addressing the large crowd. The message of condolences from across the galaxy was on orlographic display, including from The Alliance's
Prime Minister Edmund Mahon and Federal President Zachary Hudson. Even Hadrian Duval, the exiled leader of Nova Imperium, paid respect to his late aunt. The body of the Prince, contained in a beautiful transparent cake, was paraded in the city by a company of Imperial Guard. He will stay in Houston for two weeks The International
Hall of Martyrs.The Imperial Palace will host a memorial ceremony to honour Harold Duval, for which the rare commodity was requested before Thursday 1st October. Ngadandari Fire Opals, Esuseku Caviar, Lavian Diva and Kamitra Cigars must be delivered to Oterma Station in the Baal system, where the White models will be
transported to Capitol after the safety of vetting.Commanders of the Pilot Federation will be assigned an Achenar permit system alongside financial rewards. To further encourage participation, Gutamaya Corporation will implement a discount of up to 25% for all ship purchases according to the amount of rare items donated. The iperial
despatch confirmed that Captain Salomé, also known as Kahina Tijani Loren, died in Arumclaw Systems on April 29th by a bounty hunters known as 'Besieger'. Salomé was escorted by several heavily armed vessels, but its Imperial Clipper Clipper 'Seth Veils' was nevertheless destroyed by artillery fire. The three captains saw Arumclaw
who would run behind Arumclaw shortly afterward. Monitoring report indicates that the Co-Conspirate Salomé – Raan Corsen, Tsu Annabelle Singh and Yuri Nakamura - remains at large. Moments after the Salomé destruction was confirmed, they detected a transmission to the Teorge system, leading to the discovery of a series of logs.
The logs, which apparently date from 3275, contain nebula statements regarding a scheme from a super identified organization to manipulate the Worsen, Federation and Alliance. A number of factions have tried to defend Salomé and its allies as they travelled from Eridani's 46 core systems. Imperial intelligence is trying to identify
factions that have supported conspirates, but anecdotal reports indicate that many people have already fallen at loggerdowns in the wake of Salomé's death. She was a evil force who tried to sow seeds of conflict amongst the peacekeeping efforts, says Princess Aising Duval. Warmonger it is at an end, and the Galaxy is now a safer
place. It's just a shame that so many innocent lives were lost before it was brought down. Admiral Denton Patreus declined to address claims that the bounty hunters were in his job, saying only, ''Let an end to this matter of regret.'' Page 22The Krait MkII is a reimagining of the Lightspeeder of Krait, which was originally manufactured by
Faulcon Delacy in the 3100s. Although the new ship is larger than the original, it possesses many of the same features, highlight speed, manoevuability and firefighting on defense capabilities. The ship also boasts a butter of fighter jets and space for up to two crew members, making it a good option for those seeking a medium-weight,
multipurpose spacecraft. Search shipyardsManufacturer: Faulcon deLacyAvability: Horizons onlyHardpoint montOptional service internaln66C Shield Delko65E Rack55E Cargo Rack54E Cargo Rack21E Cargo Rack11E Supercruise AssistCore internalCore internal77C Power Plant66C Thrusters55C Frame Shift Drive44C Life support
life7C Power DistributorArmour1I Lightight AlloyMulti-billionaire Zachary Rackham will construct a permanent display of the system further above the glastic aircraft. The orbital exposure will be located in the HIP 58832 system. This is often designed to be at the galaxic zenith, one of the highest places that can be practically found. The
project is funded by the Rackham Capital Investment Corporation, with the close participation of Universal Cartographics and several other scientific organizations. The apos location will make it ideal for collecting astronomical data on the overall structure of the glacial spiral. This scientific effort was remarked on by Mr Rackham from his
private city complex on the Rhea Archipelago: Back in my day to ping the trade routes to a second hand sidender, the idea of standing on the terrace in space was a holiday. New generation of pilots and ships will make my vision a reality. There are no doubting many scientific observations will be done once the apost is up and running,
but more importantly, there will be a bar – with the drinks on me! A spokesman for Rackham Capital Investment later confirmed that the apostrophe in the HIP 58832 system would be operational on 17th December 3306, but clarified that there was no legal guarantee for beverage refund. A press release from Brewer Corporation
discussed plans to improve access to refilment for owners of fleet carriers. We were surprised and free by the popularity of our latest product. The options for independent pilots and crew were considerably expanded by the adultity and the ability of our Dreke-Class Carriers. But we've also listened to customers' concerns, in particular that
large ships like Anacondas, Corvettes and Clippers can't dock and refinery storage takes on Tritium gas. To help alleviate this problem, Brewer Corporation was skate with two independent construction companies: Kavanagh Spaceframes Ltd and Steel Castle Inc. are working and improving a number of devices in starports fully
functioning, in order to make refielling run more efficient. The construction companies of which won this contract both have impressive tracking records of modified orbital habitats. Kavanagh Spaceframes specializes in starports orbis, while Steel Castle only is working with Coriolis designs. Projects are expected to start next week. As the
first week the Culture Alliance festival draws to a close, Laundry residents have shared mixed feelings about the decision to stage in the opening ceremony of their home system. Clearly this was a political gesture from Edmund Mahon, said Grady Chen, an independent palace at Wash Station. An independent faction rules wash now.
There was military conflict here just last year. But we have covenant leaders trying to garner support despite losing control of the system. It's misinformation blatant. Sarai Messemer, a financial consultant, offered a different opinion when interviewed at Sidewinder in Orange. Washing has been an alliance system for decades. We lived by
the covenant ethos for a couple of generations, they know? Sure, we've got Radio Wash in control of the system right now but that doesn't change who we are, or what makes us Lifetime. A spokesman for Radio Wash, Dr Allen Stroud, provided this statement. It was quite a surprise that organizers decided to open the festival to Wash, but
I guess they see things the same way we do. We're all just trying to get together and there's so much to celebrate on the alliance, regardless of whether your system is a current or former member. I am looking forward to washing out welcome as many visitors as possible. Come for the festival, the brand, the radio station or one of our
many other attractions, and we should be happy to host you. Page 23The Imperial Courier is a main in the Efficient Fleet. It's a beauty to watch while still wrapping a good pupil. Officially the class is used to provide transportation for officials that do not guarantee the use of a knife or interdicator. However his flexibility means that he fills
many roles for the Imperial Navy and the greater citizens. Search shipysNavy Rank Required: Master(Imperial Marine)HardpointUtility montOptional internaln32E Cargo Rack32E Cargo Rack22C Shield Generator 21E Cargo Rack21E Cargo Rack11E Supercruise Assist1 1E Advanced Docking ComputerCore internaln44C Power
Plant33C Thrusters3C Frame Change Drive11C Lifetime Support33C Power DistributorArmour1I Lightight Alloy * Pilots Federation ALERT: For the attention of all commanders *Memorial full preparation. An inquiry by the Eppi to respect the passing of Prince Harold Duval and the rare articles received an impressive response, the
Ngadandari Opals Recognition, Esuseku Caviar, Lavian Diva and Kamitra Cigars were transported to the memorial ceremony at the Imperial Palace in the Capitol. The Prince's body will remain in state for another week, before reaching its final resting place in the Martyrs.Pilots who delivered such committees can now collect rewards from
Oterma Station in the Baal system. Achenar system enables will be processed and automatically allocated to the 3rd of October 3306.In recognition of this accomplishment, The Gutamaya Corporation ships will be available at a 20% discount from 2nd to October 3306 through the 9th of October 3306.Princess Aising Duval told the media:
'I want to thank everyone for their kindness during this difficult time. I take a lot my father will never forget. For now, I want to make it clear that all efforts to eradicate the terrorists are brutally responsible for her death having my full support. I adjudicate all citizens to reject the destructive dogma of Marlinism and work together for a stronger
emppi. * Pilot Federation ALERT: For the attention of all captains* rare communities required by the embalming of the baal system. State funeral Prince Harold Duval started on Capitol. An official week of tomorrow was declared throughout the Empire.Emperor Arisa Lavigny-Duval opening the ceremony, which delivered a flush to his half-
brother. Princess Aisling Duval, Harold's daughter, was also in attendance but was too emotional in addressing the large crowd. The message of condolences from across the galaxy was on orlographic display, including from The Alliance's Prime Minister Edmund Mahon and Federal President Zachary Hudson. Even Hadrian Duval, the
exiled leader of Nova Imperium, paid respect to his late aunt. The body of the Prince, contained in a beautiful transparent cake, was paraded in the city by a company of Imperial Guard. He will remain in the state for two weeks before the International Hall of Martyrs.The Imperial Palace will host a memorial ceremony to honour Harold
Duval, in which the rare committee was requested before Thursday 1st October. Ngadandari Fire Opals, Esuseku Caviar, Lavian Diva and Kamitra Cigars must be delivered to Oterma Station in the Baal system, where the White models will be transported to Capitol after the safety of vetting.Commanders of the Pilot Federation will be
assigned an Achenar permit system alongside financial rewards. To further encourage participation, Gutamaya Corporation will implement a discount of up to 25% for all ship purchases according to the amount of rare items donated. The iperial despatch confirmed that Captain Salomé, also known as Kahina Tijani Loren, died in Arumclaw
Systems on April 29th by a bounty hunters known as 'Besieger'. Salomé was escorted by several heavily armed vessels, but its Imperial Clipper Clipper 'Seth Veils' was nevertheless destroyed by artillery fire. The three captains saw Arumclaw who would run behind Arumclaw shortly afterward. Monitoring report indicates that the Co-
Conspirate Salomé – Raan Corsen, Tsu Annabelle Singh and Yuri Nakamura - remains at large. Moments after the Salomé destruction was confirmed, they detected a transmission to the Teorge system, leading to the discovery of a series of logs. The logs, which apparently date from 3275, contain nebula statements regarding a scheme
from a super identified organization to manipulate the Worsen, Federation and Alliance. A number of factions have tried to defend Salomé and its allies as they travelled from Eridani's 46 core systems. Intelligence imperial reporting attempt identified who supported the conspirate, but anecdotal reports indicate that many had already fallen
into disarmament in the wake of Salomé's death. She was a evil force who tried to sow seeds of conflict amongst the peacekeeping efforts, says Princess Aising Duval. Warmonger it is at an end, and the Galaxy is now a safer place. It's just a shame that so many innocent lives were lost before it was brought down. Admiral Denton Patreus
declined to address claims that the bounty hunters were in his job, saying only, ''Let an end to this matter of regret.'' Page 24This is the new trinal-grade combat vessel, designed for hostile environment delivery and light support duties. It is based on the frame Type-6 but with extra hard point weapons. It has a reduced cargo ability to
support a higher grade of powerplant, and can even accommodate a bay of courageous fighters. His durability is improved by better defensive ability for armour and shields. Similar silhouets in the Type-6 make it a suitable container for trade protection or convoy protection. Search shipyardsManufacturer: Lacon SpacewaysHardpoint
Utility Mount internaln54E Cargo Rack54E Cargo Rack43E Cargo Rack33C Shield generator21E Cargo Rack11E Supercruise Assistcore internaln44C Power Plant44C Thrusters4C Frame Switch Drive111C Life Support33C Power DistributorArmour1I Lightight Alloy * Pilots Federation ALERT * Price for multiple dynamic core containers
has been temporarily reduced, as part of an attempt to buy Spaceways Lacon.The build corporation has applied a 30% discount to sales of the Eagle MkI and the Vulture. There is also a 20% discount on sales of ship Federal Attacks, Federal Dropships and Federal Weapons, although the U.S. Federal Reserve's rank requirements for
each vessel continue to apply. The reduced prices are expected to last until 30th December 3306.Core Dynamics recently made a proposal to acquire rival company Lacon Spaceways, which rejects the bid then applies makdowns to its own ships to increase short-term profits. Alliance's Business Reporter Irfan Karim speculated on these
developments: Jupiter Rochester's CEO remained tight-butchered about the reasons for these discounts, but it seems likely he is raising money for a more aggressive bid. Rumours are circulating to Lacon's investors buried in selling their shares, or forced into asking that the board of principals accept ownership by Dynamics Core. Many
industry analysts are convinced that a hostile manager at Lacon Space is under way. If successful, we could see vessels that are often associated with the Alliance – such as the Rulers and Type-10 Defenders – manufactured by a federal corporation in the future. * Pilot Federation ALERT * Temporary price reductions have been
announced for several Lacon vessels, in an effort to increase the profits. Lakon Spaceways has implemented a 30% discount on sales of these ship types: Asp ScoutDiamondback ScoutelbackType-7 TransporterType-10 DefendeThe reduced prices to expectations to last until December 30th 3306.Some industry analysts believe that this
is an attempt to increase short-term shareholders' shareholders, many of them complained about falling dividends. Other investors have publicly pressured the company to accept a share from the Core Federal Corporation Dynamics.These issues have been addressed by Naomi Landseer, Lacon's board president of directors: It is true
that profit margins are not as impressive as in previous years, but we can convince everyone of interest and clients that Lacon Spaceways remains financially secure. We projected an extraction of military contracts during this time at this empowering time, and our accomplishments on behalf of the Alliance's position we are as one of the
galaxy's ships. A proposal by the Core Federal Corporation Dynamics to buy the Lacon Spaceways construction company was officially rejected. Naomi Landseer, president of the Lacon Board of Directors, made the following statement: We thank Mr Rochester and his team for their approach. However, I can confirm that Lakon
Spaceways will remain an independent company. Business report Irfan Karim analyzed the situation closer to the Court Alliance: This decision surprised many analysts, considering the persistent rumours that Lacon is in greater difficulty than financial statements would suggest. Although its ship partnership with the Alliance has proved
highly lucrative, Inside believes that was steadfast in its head in terms of resources and manpower. There were also public comments from high-profile shareholders in ICons, who will pressure the chart to accept ownership by Dynamic Core. Some complain of falling dividends, while others accuse Ms Landseer of focusing solely on
covenant deals. A spokeswoman for Dynamics Core confirms that the offer to buy Spaceways Lacon has not yet been removed, and that Jupiter Rochester CEO is looking at all available options. Page 25Manufacturer: Laon SpacewaysHardpoint MonteOptional Services intern54E Cargo Rack54E Cargo Rack43E Cargo Rack33C Shield
Generator Cargo Rack11E Supercruise Assistrucrue AssistCore internal33C Power Plant44C Thrusters4C Frame Change Drive22C Life Support33C Power DiStributorArmour1I Lightight Alloy * Pilots Federation ALERT * Price for several dynamic vessels have been temporarily reduced, as part of an attempt to purchase Spaceways
Lacon.The ship corporations have applied a 30% discount to sales of the Eagle MkI and the Vulture. There is also a 20% discount on sales of federal vessel attacks, Federal dropships and Federal Weapons, although the federal rank requirements for continue to apply. The reduced prices are expected to last until 30th December
3306.Core Dynamics recently made a proposal to acquire rival company Lacon Spaceways, which rejects the bid then applies makdowns to its own ships to increase short-term profits. Alliance's Business Reporter Irfan Karim speculated on these developments: Jupiter Rochester's CEO remained tight-butchered about the reasons for
these discounts, but it seems likely he is raising money for a more aggressive bid. Rumours are circulating to Lacon's investors buried in selling their shares, or forced into asking that the board of principals accept ownership by Dynamics Core. Many industry analysts are convinced that a hostile manager at Lacon Space is under way. If
successful, we could see vessels that are often associated with the Alliance – such as the Rulers and Type-10 Defenders – manufactured by a federal corporation in the future. * Pilot Federation ALERT * Temporary price reductions have been announced for several Lacon vessels, in an effort to increase short-term profits. Lakon
Spaceways has implemented a 30% discount on sales of these ship types: Asp ScoutDiamondback ScoutelbackType-7 TransporterType-10 DefendeThe reduced prices to expectations to last until December 30th 3306.Some industry analysts believe that this is an attempt to increase short-term shareholders' shareholders, many of them
complained about falling dividends. Other investors have publicly pressured the company to accept a share from the Core Federal Corporation Dynamics.These issues have been addressed by Naomi Landseer, Lacon's board president of directors: It is true that profit margins are not as impressive as in previous years, but we can
convince everyone of interest and clients that Lacon Spaceways remains financially secure. We projected an extraction of military contracts during this time at this empowering time, and our accomplishments on behalf of the Alliance's position we are as one of the galaxy's ships. A proposal by the Core Federal Corporation Dynamics to
buy the Lacon Spaceways construction company was officially rejected. Naomi Landseer, president of the Lacon Board of Directors, made the following statement: We thank Mr Rochester and his team for their approach. However, I can confirm that Lakon Spaceways will remain an independent company. Business report Irfan Karim
analyzed the situation closer to the Court Alliance: This decision surprised many analysts, considering the persistent rumours that Lacon is in greater difficulty than financial statements would suggest. Although its ship partnership with the Alliance has proved highly lucrative, Inside believes that was steadfast in its head in terms of
resources and manpower. There are also public comments from United Shareholders of The Acon, which pressures the board to accept ownership by Core Dynamics. Some complain of falling dividends, while others accuse Ms Landseer of focusing solely on covenant deals. A spokeswoman for Dynamics Core confirms that the offer to
buy Spaceways Lacon has not yet been removed, and that Jupiter Rochester CEO is looking at all available options. Page 26The Hauler is Zorgon Peterson at low entrance to the airline market and has been a great success. A large cargo capacity (for its size), cheap prices and low running prices have made these famous cargo ships
into human space. Search shipyardsManufacturer: Zorgon PetersonHardpoint MontOptional service internaln32E Cargo Rack32E Cargo Rack22C Shield Generator11E Assister Supercruise Assist111E Advanced Docking ComputerCore intern22C Power Plant22C Thrusters22C Frame Change Drive11C Life supportTe1C Power
DistributorArmour1I Lightight AlloyTwo new ship walk towards independent pilot, the Mamba and the Phantom Krait, has just hit the market: Zorgon Peterson issued this press release for his new vessel : If it's the speed and power of firefighters you want, the Mamba is for you. Based on a racing prototype, it's the fastest commercially
available star, and it sports enough hard points for a series of devastated weapons. Whether you're leaving competitors in the dish or running rings around those pesky Thargoids, think Mamba! Faulcon DeLacy also released a statement for its latest design: The Phantom of Krait offers true multi-role capabilities, allowing it to be
customized for combat, mining or trading. And for explorers, his impressive jumping range means you really can reach out to the stars. This is a boat that can handle it all. Cite Colony's network invited the galaxic community to support the colony community by freeing many needs of food and supplies in the region, and by hauling new
security ones, as part of what is set to be one of the greatest convoys fighting in human history. The Christmas Convoy convoy will depart on the 2nd of December 3302, stand at every apost on the so-called Highway of Colonies, and arrive in settlements in the first week of January. So far, nearly 150 pilots have been signed up. The Fleet
of Defence, the 9th Legion, Iridium Wing, SEP and the Prismatic Imperium have all pilots advocating to protect the fighter jets for the duration of the journey. Dalilah William, a Hub colony citizen, said: 'We need more of the essentials that people in the core system take for granted, which is why we are calling on traders and crimes to join
the Christmas Convoriers, and appeal to combat pilots to protect them. SouvarineDon Antonaci, leader of the flagship organization Wolf 359, called on the Pirates of the Galaxy to gather for a faso against Hutton's Orbital trucks and allies. boat propose a 'nothing go' royale fighting in the Wyrd system. Minelayers, thermal weapons, torpedo
boats, long sniper boats - Antonaci will ask participants to carry the most devastated equipment in the ice rings, and destroy any trucks they encounter. Meanwhile, Trump vowed to send the finest to oppose Antonaci. The two sides agreed that the ships will fly Fer-De-Lans, Cobras, Vipers and Eagles, while trucks will pilot federal ship
associations, ship guns, Dropships and Vultures. Pilots on both sides have cleared the target of anyone who piloted a larger vessel. Camera crew, which will fly yellow hazards, are regarded as off-limits. Antonaci released the following statement: Despite my best efforts, these filth trucks continue to travel across space. We want all pilot
friendly gifts to help us teach these trucks a lesson. Bring your finest weapons, modules and upgrades, and show your support. The only answer to Antonaci's challenge was: Bring him on! The campaign begins on the 19th of May 3302 and will run for a week. Pilots who support the operation will be generously reimbursed. reimburse.
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